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If we ask about giftedness, everyone has an idea of what the term means, in addition to the fact that there is always something to say about how these people are, what they need, what characteristics they have or what role they have within society. But the idea is already wrong from the beginning, from the very end, since they are not gifted people but people with high capacity (AACC) in one or more areas of their life [1]. The reason for this misunderstanding about the term may be due to the large amount of misinformation that circulates about it, the opinion of different professionals who are not knowledgeable experts on the subject or the traditional and not rigorous view that has been forged on these people and everything around them.

It is striking that this does not occur with other special educational needs, since it is not normal for opinions to be launched about Dyslexia, Autism or Adhd, very current disorders in our classrooms, but it does occur in the case of high ability, where society allows a certain license to speak of the subject and the people who present it without any knowledge and with total impunity.

The myths surrounding high ability are many, although we are going to classify them into three large groups: high ability is real, high ability equals high IQ, and high ability is forever [2].

The myth that high ability is a real thing is widespread among parents, professionals and the general population. This belief is a specific feature of the traditional view of giftedness, where different authors believed that students with AACC feel, think, and experience the world differently. According to these authors, AACC assumes superior awareness, sensitivity, and ability to understand and transform perceptions into intellectual and emotional experiences. Shortly after, this is corrected by identifying AACC as a social construct, an invented way of categorizing children, which is usually treated in the wrong way at school, as something that you have or not, treating it as a real existence.

It is important to be aware that when we speak of AACC it is a created construct, useful because it can be measured and defined, which each society has historically used as a label to identify and explain those most capable individuals.

Regarding the second myth, that high ability equates to a high score on intelligence tests, which translates into a high score on Intelligence Quotient (IQ), still very popular in Europe and the US. This myth conditions the processes of identification of the most capable students, and with it, the recognition of high capacities by the administration. According to Pfeiffer [3], this vision is currently being surpassed a little, taking into account aspects such as creativity, leadership or academic results for the identification of the most capable students.

Regarding the third myth, that the AACC is forever, it derives from the two previous myths. Since, if you think that the AACC equates to a high IQ, it will be constant over time. For this reason, it is believed that students who have already been diagnosed should not be retested. Contrary to this, scientific evidence shows that intelligence changes, even remarkably, in a person’s life, where IQ shares part of the variance with performance, but not even most of it. Just as attention, memory or perception can be trained, intelligence can also be trained, since it is logical to think that the intellectual capacity that a child has in the Early Childhood Education stage is not the same as that of an adolescent, which has been achieved both through development and through training throughout the school life.

In conclusion, we must be very aware and careful when talking about certain topics, in addition to the fact that the different professionals must be properly trained in each of the classroom needs. On the other hand, it is also important to be aware that the identification of the different needs should not be to label the students, but to help them achieve their maximum possibilities in the classroom, through correct instruction based on their diagnosis, which entails working according to the needs and interests of each of the students, whatever their characteristics.

On the other hand, the “labels” that we sometimes put on us students make us endanger their education, their development, as well as their family and environment. You have to be very careful to avoid making any negative connotation of the characteristics that any student presents, thus avoiding possible negative effects.
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